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I Queens College to the University of Ireland-rthere would
,anot b.ave been. the same reasoa for sepaation.

There is little doubt that the
study of science in general and of medical science In
particular will be benefited. At present there is eternal
difficulty in arranging matters in committee meetings in
Diblin. Jt is not easy for a-medicalman in practice
to attend a committee meeting 100 miles away. A cer-
tain -amount of frletion -is inevitable, and there is In
4i&dition a certainsamount Sof undue Interference with
-legiltimate advane!erom one Bide or the other. With a
new university having a local board or senate, theaeduea-
tional heads will bedlees trammelled and have a freer-hand
to advance with the times and to adopt improvements.

It is pretty generally-admitted that a serious injury
will undoubtedl?y -be inflicted on the graduates o.the
'RlalUniv-erxity; -many medical men wllI be An the
-anomalous positton of being graduates by examination of
two extinct universities, and of being a graduate.of a
4rniverstty they never attended or In which they never
.passed an examtnation. But everything would be borde
wlth patience If there were -a certainty -that a final
5olation l1ad been arrived at. There Is little doubt that
,evely,graduate would untte in makling the new Institution
-arsuccess if there was a conviction that the real interests
.f, education would be advanced, and that a permanent
:eolntion had been-arrived at.

Cork.
The citizens of Cork are not at all satisfied with the

provision made for Cork-under-the new university scheme
lor Ireland. The amount of money Mr. Birrell proposes
to allocate to Cork will be entirely inadequate to make
"Queen's College, Cork, a -proper university centre for the
province -of Monster. The LdortdMar, at a cdmmittee
meeting of the -whole borough council on April 1Oth,
moved the following resolt1on:
-Tbat we desize to express- the .great regrot and disappotnt-
-ment with which we- bave; learnt that the claim of Cork
for a separate university has not been -conceded in the
Unitverities Bill recently introduced by Mr. -Birreil.
That,weidftlre'tto express our oplnilon that ,no settlement
of the :quengtn can be oonsidered inal or satisfactory
iwhichrdoes not provide Cok-with independent university
powers. TFQrther, --that we axprees our opinion that the
Sum of MoaeytallccatedJfor the purpose of the mainten-
ance of the Cork College, and for the proviston of new
buildings, is utterly inadequate, and'that we call upon
the members:bf;-PaVl{memeut for the .Munster corstitu-
eneies to press uponithe Government the urgent necessity,
.for allowing suffioeent sums of mon'y for this important
Purpose.

It was.,decided- to cdll a-public meeting on April 25th'to
A14scussthe( subiect.

'RFuom oUR SPEoIAL CORRESPONDE-S.]

XTUB5R0ULOSIS iANW -MILK- SUPPLY.
TiEzE Pdblic tHealth Committee tof *3dInburgh Town
%,ouncll has-thd -under consideration a letter from the
Town,Olerk of Bismingham, transmitting a communica-
tionwfom the chairman of a? conference of representatives
of the Oorporatlons of Liverpool, Mancheeter, Birmingham,
Eeeds, and-Sheffield on the-subjeot of tuberculosis-and the
nilk supEt$y. (The=onferenae urged that the Government
should be-asked6tokiclcde in their prospective legislation
idealing with milk clauses calculatbed to bring-about the
emdication of -tuberculsis from- bovine ,stockrwithin a
uiamurable-period !of -years. Ater -some -conversation, it
was.agreed to delay.womivg.tos decision on the subject.

-EDINBUROH UNIvERSITY GRAIUATION CEREMONY.
At-theigraduationeeremowy.elosing the wlnter session

of; the University-of 'Edinbgrgh, the-honorary-degree-of
Doctor of Laws was conterred upon Dr..J. 0. Affleok, Coi-
suItiogPbysiolanto;the.Ryal Infirmary, Kdinburgh, and
Dr. Richard Caton, Lord Mayor of 'Ltverpool. Among
other recipients -of thiw degree were -M. Senart, a well-
known atiutwyron.I dian archaeology, the Maharaja of
Jalpur, and Ramkrtshna Gopal Bhandarkar, C.IE-, late
-Professor of -Oriental-LLanguages, ;Decean -ColJlge. 2oona.
-Aer -the ordinary.degrees had been ,granted, Professor
Chrystal dellved,an4addreas.

'aulattb aub iaakz.
[FROM OUR SPEcIAL CORREsrONDENTS5]

IMANeIIASTER AND SA4-L0R1D.

MEDICAL EXAMINATION OF RAILWAYMNN.
SERIous trouble has arisen among the employees-of- the
Lancahire and Yorkshire Railway in South-Eat Lan-
cashire, owing-to an order issued a few weeks 'ago that-all
men seeking promotion or increase of wages would have
to. undergo a medical examination before their requests
were granted. Hitherto the various grades have -received
periodical Increases of wages and ;promotion from one
stageAto ranother, only- having to undergo one medical
examination when first 'they entered the compavy?s
service. This fresh examination, whenever there -s,an
application for a better post, is in the caee of the older
men regarded as a serious matter, seeing -that if a iman
falls to paEs the doctor he may not only not obtain his
promotion, but-may even lose hs old job. The reault,:it
Is aeserted, will be that the older men will -be afrdid
or ever making an application for promotion. Mr. Bell,
M.P., speaking at a meeting of railway men-at Accrington,
said the men were being discharged by subterfuge-the
company getting--the doctor to certify that they were unfit
for work, and then replacing them by men-at-lower wages.
He thonight the doctors' reasons for rejection should be
stated to the men on paper, so that they could be tested
by other doctors. There can be little doubt that men
who have the safety of the ;public in their hands should
be subjected ito medical examination Vperiodioaly;
there can be Uttle or no doubt that more than one
serious -aceident, not only to passengers >but ito
the men themselves, fhas been caused by a passing
wedkness due to unsuspected disease. The -safety of1the
public!and the men themselves must be the PIimary con-
sideration. -At the same time, to ase such examination in
the way suggested would be unfar, not only to ithe men,
but to themedial -profeasson. An examination to detect
serious organic disease which might endanger the public
Is-one thtig, an examination to see if a man comes upto
some qulte arbitrary standard lfied -by the railvy
company- is quite another, and its:right or wroug4epends
on the standard fixed.

-THE MANCHESTER INiFIMARY.
Last week the Lord Mayor -of Manchester called a

,special meeting of the citizens .to lay before-them'the
urgent needs of the infirmary. An appeal was mtdftlor
£100,000,- needed to complete the payments for the new
bulldings, and also for, an Increase In the annual voluntary
-contributions of at .least £L1200. For many.years`the
number of beds available .(292) has -been far .too-few to
meet the needs of the district. In the new firmay
there will be 500 beds provided immediately, to be
increased to.B0OO as necessity arises. If -only 500 are
occupledi the. annual coat, it is estimated, wll be £90Q00O.
In addition, £2000 wili be.neededifor the central branch
-and£Zg2500 for ~the Barnes Convalescent Hospital, maklog
a total of£--34600 estimated annuel expenditure. oowwatds
-this.there is a reliable income of only £22,500, lea#jng .a
defciency of £12,000. A subscription list was state .by
the Lord May or, and It now stands at rather.over £30,90.
It was stated that since the infirmary was-establigh6d,
155 yeas ago, -Z,600;000 persons have been recipients of its
benefits.

TE -VETILATIN OF PUBLIC BUmDINGS.
AT the nannual meeting dI the rManehestersan'd Salford
Sanitary Assoeiatton, Mr.W. Thomson, F-:RS.Edin., F,1I.0,
gave an interesting address -on-a simple knethod of esti-
mating .the-carbonic acid in the'alr of buildings and~in
the vexhala'tions of people -who 'have 'breathed -different
kihds 6f ;air. The -method re7commended waaS tb&t*of
forobigcir into a bottle ith an ordinary pair 6f; bellows
and-aubmitting -it to a simple chemical test,'aui twars
claimed that. it was -8osimple that persen in charge of
buildtngs coildreadilymake thetest and take measures
to purify the air when necesary.a omer of the results
dbtained by Mr. Thomsonssempeaszhe thefast that the
ventilation of many oa ourp-blic buildings is lamentably
deficient. 'T*ikhg the normal amounitof 002 in-thce-o
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air as from 3 to 4 volumes in 10,000, modem architects
accept as permissible in buildings about 6 parts in
10,000. In a number of Manchester schools he found
the C2varied from 8 3 to 18.2. In a popular concert
hall he found at the commencement of the performance
5.2, but an, hour, and a quarter later 11.1. ,Tests in the
Manchester Art Gallery gave 10.3 In one room and 8.6
in another. Three rallway carriages gave 18, 5.6, and
21.5, and a Manchester tram car had 7.2. The dress circle
of a theatre before the performance had 5.9, and after the
performance 19.2. In a free library there were 7 volumes,
and in the sitting-roomn of a low-roofed country public-
house 23. In a Methodlst chapel near Manchester after
the service the air contained no fewer than 44 parts of
002 in 10,000, while a good-sized room that had con-
tained four persons and three gas jets burning for
an hour and a half showed 22. The Manchester
Technical School had only 65, and, though it was
one of the best ventilated buildings in the city, its
atmosphere was objectionable to many persons on
account of its lack of invigorating qualities, and he
thought that Ihis was due to the method of washing
the air employed.
The amount of C02 exhaled in the breath of an

individual as given in the textbooks of physiology was
from 4 to 5 per cent., but his experiments showed that
the percentage depended on the quality of the sarrounding
air. In Manchester.the amount was 4 per cent., and in
the country about 5 per cent. The breaths of three men
were tested. In Manchester the percentages of 002 were
4, 3.8, and 4; at the Buxton golf links, 1,OP0 ft. above sea
level, the figures were 5, 5 2, 5.2, and after they had played
18 holes and had lunch each gave off 4.8 per cent. They
then drove to the " Cat and Fiddle," 1,700 ft, above sea
level, and there the amounts were 52, 5.4, 5 4. These
results suggested that the amount of 002 exhaled was
influenced by altitude, but a test made at Blackpool did
not support that theorp. It was further found that when
the air was inhaled through the mouth, the nostrils being
closed, the 002 exhaled was 0.2 per cent. less than when
the nostrils were used. Farther, when the air was arti-
ficially heated, the amount of 002 exhaled increased from
an average of 4.1 per cent. to an average of 5.2 per cent.
When pure oxygen was breathed the Ct2 exhaled was 4.4,
which was considerably below what one got from breathing
country air. It would appear, then, that country air was
better for revlving people who had been asphyxiated or
nearly drowned than pure oxygen. The experiments also
showed that country and seaside air produces about
26 prr cent. more osidation of the blood than the ordinary
air of Manchester, whereas the air of a coalpit about two-
thirds of a mile deep produced about 18 per cent. lees
oxidizing effect on the blood of the men working there.
The exhilarating effect of breathing dry air has long

been recognized, though no scientific explanation has
hitherto been given, and by far the most important dis-
covery that Mr. Thomson claimed to have made was that
thoroughly dried air had a much more powerful oxidizing
effect'on the blood than ordinary air, which always con-
tained a greater or less quantity of water vapour; and
further, that the oxidizlng influence on'the blood was still
more increased by heating the dried air. It was also
stated that the dried and heated air had a much greater
oxidizing action on blood than pure oxygen, which, as
obtained from cylinders, was a dry gas. Many people
noticed that the air of the House of Commons bad a
peculiarly flat "taste." It was not invigorating, and
people who sat In the House suffered considerably from
influenza. This was due to the fact that the air forced
Into the- House was first waehed In water. If it were
passed through strong vitriol or some substance that
would absorb the moisture the air would be much
healthier and pleasanter to breathe. These obEervations
as to the effect of dried and heated air, Mr. Thomeon
suggested, might prove of great value in cases of life-
saving when the action of the lungs was defective-as, for
instance, after partial drowning or in collapse after the
use of anaesthetics.
Mr. Thomson's figures relating to the various public

buUdings and showing the variation in the amount of C02
exhaled under different conditions may of course be taken
as correct. But it by no means follows that his explana-
tions are correct. In other words, he did not prove in his
addre'ss that dry air has any more powerful oxidizing effect

on the blood when inhaled than ordinary air. It would
seem as if he had taken the amount of C02 exhaled as a
criterion of the amount of oxidation going on at that time,
but as Landois and Stirling point out:
The quantity of C02 atone is not a reliable indication of the

entire exchange of gases during respiration ; we must estimate
simultaneously the amount of oxygen absorbed and the CO2
given off; the amount of C02 given off at any period is not
neoessarily an index of the amount of oxygen absorbed during
the same period. The separation of C02 and absorption of G
do not always ocour simultaneously, and the one process may
exceed the other in extent.
Thus the amount of CO2 exhaled is not a criterion of the
amount that ]s being formed in the tissues at the same
time. It would seem 'almost impossible to saty how
much C02 is being formed at any 'one time, much
lees' how much of it is fixed and how much either
free or so lightly fixed as to be readily separated and
exhaled. Thus a large part of the 0O2 exhaled at any
one time may'have been formed in'the tissues a long time
before, and have been slowly accumulating. That there is
something in this is shown by Mr. Thomson's own state-
ment that when a person goes from Manchester to the
country the amount of C02 exhaled is increased to a per-
centage higher than that found in the case of people
permanently residing in the country. In other words,
this may mean that the visitor to the country may be
exhaling C02 which was formed in his tissues while he
was yet in the town. Thus what Mr. Thomson shows is
only how much C02 is being exhaled at the particular
time, not how much is being formed at that time by pro-
cesses of oxidation in the body. The problem is far more
complicated than his remarks would suggest. For
instance, age has a very distinct effect on the processes of
oxidatton; weight for weight a child gives off twice as
much C02 as an adult. Muscular exercise causes a con-
siderable increase in the 002 given off, which may be
three times as much during walking as during rest-
Again, Lavoisier showed that while the body temperature
remains the same, as the cold of the surrounding air
increases, the oxidation within the body increases through
some reflex mechanism. On the other hand, as the
temperature of the air rises, the body heat remain-
ing the same, the respiratory activity and the 0o0
given off diminish. The taking of food causes an
increase In C02 given off, the increase generally occur-
ring about an hour after the meal, and being greater
in proportion to the amount of carbohydrates contained
in the food. Again, the number and depth of the respira-
tions have practically no effect on the formation of 002,
that Is, on oxidation processes, but they have a very
marked effect on the removal of already-formed 00.
Numerous other disturbing factors-need to be taken into
account, and before we can be justified in regarding the
state of the surrounding-afr as the sole cause of any par-
ticular effect referred to, we, need to be assured that all
other causes have been kept in mind. Even then the fact
remains that excretion of 002 is not a reliable criterion
of the amount of oxidation going on at the same time.

Further, It must not be asisumed that a feeling of
exhilaration necessarily proves that oxidation is going on,
more rapidly in the body than normally. The greatest.
oxidation occurs in fevers, and it might even be beld tbat
anything above the normal rate of oxidation in the blood
is injurious. Mr. Thomson suggests that heated and per-
fectly dried air may be useful in cases of collapse after
anaesthetics, because he says it increases oxidation. As
shown above, the latter statement still needs proof, but
even If it were true, collapse from anaesthetics is nearly
always due to heart failure, and the difficulty is generally
to get the patient to breathe at all.., Moreover, however
dry the surrounding air may be, before It can reach the
part of the lung where' absorption of oxygen occurs it
must have become saturated with moisture taken up from
the upper respiratory tract, and thus any advantage friom
the dryness must be lost.
As far as ventilation is concerned, every one will agree

that a moist warm air, like that of the House of Commons,
is depressing. On the other hand, most people -would
find a very dry air, whetber hot or cold, Irritating to the
respiratory organs. Perhaps most people breathe most
easily and comfortably. when the humidity is from 65 to.
70; slightly lower might sulit some, people, but much
lower would certainly be found objectionable, while- to

I

Tm Barr= I
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pas the air over strong vitriol, as Mr. Thomson suggests,
to extrat every trac of moisture, would make It
intolerable to most people.

[FROM OUR SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT.J

COMPARATIVE STATISTICS.
MR. G. H. KnIBBS, on assuming the position of Federal
Statist, undertook the translation of the Bertlllon classi-
fication of the causes of death, and by the authority of the
Minister for Home Affatrs this.has been Issued widely to
the medical profession throughout the Commonwealth,
and the vital statistics are being conformed thereto in
Australia. Mr. Kuibbs has received a communication
from Dr. Charles 0. Probst, the Secretary of the American
Public Health Association, covering a resolution passed
at its meeting late last year, as follows:
That the Amerioan Public Health Association extends Its

dDrdial congratulations to the Commonwealth Bureau of
Census and S8atistics, and to the Statistioal Conference
of Australasia, upon the adoption of the international
classification of the causes of death, and welcomes the
possibility of more satisfaotory comparison of data for
Australasla and America being made possible thereby.

MUNICIPAL DIsPEu8sARns.
The Sydney City Council, at Its meeting on February

4th, passed a resolution by a majority of one vote Instruct-
ing the City Solicitor to prepare a clause for Insertion In
the next amending Bill to give the council power to
establish municipal dispensaries. In the course of the
discussion on this resolution one of the Aldermen said
that as there were many Institutions such as infanta'
homes, hospitals, etc., In the city at present doing the
work that these dispensaries would be expected to do, the
proposal was unnecesesary. He added that if care were
not taken in regard to such proposals the council would
find itself In the same position as some of the English
municipalities, 'including the London County Council
-burdened with responsibilities which Involved heavy
additional taxation on the people. There is no certainty,
of course, that the proposed clause would be passed by
Parliament even when the uncertainty which surrounds
the proposed amending Bill has been dispelled, ag there
Is certain to be much opposition to the proposal by the
friendly societies as well as by the chemists and druggists
of the city. A review of the work done by the United
Friendly Societies' Dispensary for the past year shows
that the dispensary has 11,141 registered members, and
that last year 170,734 prescriptions were prepared for
101,507 patients. These figures, taken along with the
out patient departments of the large keneral hospitals,
show that the poorer classes of tb e community are amply
provided for In the way of medical attendance and
medicines, and there can be no doubt that, apart from
the City Council taking upon Itself a work which is quite
foreign to it, the establishment of municipal dispensaries
would inevitably tend to discourage thrift and favour
pauperism. They. would also further tend to the abuse of
the charity of the profession.

TYPHOID FEVER.
An epidemic of typhoid fever of a severe nature has

been passing over Sydney during the past few weeks,
and quite recently more than one third of the medical
cases in the Royal Prince Alfred Hospital, Sydney, were
enteric fever. Some of the cases have been traced to
milk coming from a dairy where a case of the diease
had been unrecognized, but many of the other cases
have not been traced to any definite source of infection.
As a few of the nurses of this hospital have contracted
the disease, the question of a nurse taking typhoid while
engaged In looking after a case has been carefully studied
by the hospital authorities. Large sums of money have
been expended in the past in perfecting the sanitary
arrangements of the hospital, but this has not proved
effectual in preventing infection. In view of the great
risk which arises from the nurses handling enteiic
patients an order has been given in the hospital that
nurses engaged in nuraing typhold cases must wear
gloves. As a further preventive measure it is now
ordered that typhold patients must have mosquito nets

over their beds to prevent the flies from coming into
contsct with the patients, and this practice Is now In
vogue in the hospital.

THE PATERT MEDICINE.REPORT.
As was to be expected, the report which Mr. 0. C. Beale,

was commissioned by the Federal Government to make
on the patent and proprietary medicine trade In Australia
has come In for a good deal of adverse criticism from
interested parties. At a recent meeting of the Manm-
facturing Chemists and Proprietary Association held in
Sydney, it was decided to draw the attention of the various
Australian legialatlve bodies to the nature of the report of
Mr. Beale, Federal Royal Commissioner, on the subject ot
secret drugs, cures and foods. They reEent whiat they call
the one-sided nature of the report, stating that anything
that might be said from their side of the caue was care-.
fully excluded; that much of the report is untrue and a
great deal of it slanderous. The Association affirmed that
its members had nothing whatever to fear from a thorough
and impartial investigation Into their products and their
methods of doing business by an impartial tribunal.
Further, that It would heartily welcome any legislation
tending to check the sale to the public of useleqs,
fraudulent, or dangerous preparations, and It invited the
Federal Government to appoint another Commission to
consider the whole subject, including Mr. Beale's report-,

THE LABOUR LEAGUE.
At the annual conference of the Political Iabour League

of New South Wales, held In Sydney in January, it was
decided to adopt the following recommendations for
amendments in the Pablic Health Act:

(a) Heavier penalties, including imprlsonment, for mann-
facturing, transmitting, or selling adulterated foods, tobacco,
or drugs.

(b) That the sections dealing with the taking of samples
shall be simplified to make the Act more effdctive.

(c) That on all compound foods the proportion of the
different Ingredients be stated on the paoket or bottle.

(d) That the premises used for the manufacture -or sale of
foods. or their ingredients be brought up to a specific standar&
with regard to sanitation and construction.

(e) That the name of the manufaoturer must appear on all
foods or drugs.

(f) That all packets and bottles of foods and drugs shall
bear a copy of an analyst's report.

(g) That all patent medioines and. foods shall be anal sed
by the G;overnment analyst, and the result of the an2jeis
published showing the contents and cost of the same.
At the same conference certain proposals with regard to

the management of the public hospitals were submitted
by the Platform Committee, and after some discussion
approved. Among other things they suggest that all the
public hospitals should be supported by shire and muni-
cipal rates, supplemented by Government subsidies, and.
that Boards controlling hospitals should be elected by
adult suffrage. They also propose that In serious caees
where patients are unable to reach the hoepitals, Govern-
ment medical officers shall attend to them in their homes
or wherever located. The League is also strongly In favour
of the proposal that women should have the same rights
as men to be on the medical staff, and one- member
suggested that there ought to be a female medical officer
in every hospital. They also advocated the establishment.
of a maternity ward in connexion with all hospitals, with
provision for home treatment where necessary. It was
further proposed that the nurses should not work more
than eight hours out of the twenty- four, but this sugges-
tion was amended In favour of a reduction in the working
hours of the nurees to forty-four hours a week.

(ganiaIa.
[FRom OUR SPECIAL COBRRSPONDE.NT]

GOVERNMENT GRANT TO ORTARIO HOSPITALS.
A LARGE deputation representing the hospitals of Ontario,
waited on the Cabinet at the Parliament Buildings with a
petition that the Government should deal more'liberally
in the annual grant. It was pointed out that only in one
year in the past seven had the hospitals of the province
escaped a deficit on maintenance,, and that while the
Government grant ig 1882 was 36 per cent. of the cost of
maintenance, In 1907 it was only 13 per cent, on account
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